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SAv 80-150 HP

Perfect mulching on ditches and large areas.

SAV is a professional side mulcher  
for ditches, canals and river banks. 

It is equipped with hydraulic side shift  
and ample angle adjustments,

and it mulches grass and brush up to 
7 cm Ø [2.8“], or up to 12 cm [4.7“], 

if equipped with forestry rotor. 
Rear flap with direct discharge.

features SAV

mulches grass and bushes 
up to 7 cm [2,8”]  / 12 cm [4,7”]  Ø

working speed 3 - 7 km/h
ISO 3-point linkage cat. 2 rear
side shift hydraulic
positioning hydraulic from +90° to -65°

gearbox with freewheel up to 200 cm 540 rpm
from 225 cm 1000 rpm

input shaft 1 3/8” Z=6
transmission multiband (6 belts) “Power-Belt”

belt cover with chevron for working & 
transportation on public street

front protection chains
rear protection rubber flap
adjustable support roller on hitch and mulcher
breakaway device standard
required hydraulic service 
fittings 2 double acting

standard rotor SMO flails

SAV
working 

width 
cm [“]

overall width
cm [“]

depth
cm [“]

height
cm [“]

weight¹ 
kg [lb]

min. tractor
weigth²
kg [lb]

flails
standard 

#

Y knives
OPT 030

#
roller

Ø mm [“]
HP

min-max

150 [59] 160-310 [63-122] 140 [55] 85-210 [33-83] 1.115 [2,458] 4.000 [8,800] 15 21 152 [6.0] 80-150
175 [69] 160-345 [63-136] 140 [55] 85-235 [33-93] 1.145 [2,524] 4.200 [9,300] 18 24 152 [6.0] 80-150
200 [79] 160-370 [63-146] 140 [55] 85-260 [33-102] 1.215 [2,679] 4.700 [10,400] 21 30 152 [6.0] 80-150
225 [89] 170-400 [67-157] 150 [59] 100-285 [39-112] 1.345 [2,965] 5.400 [11,900] 24 33 168 [6.6] 100-150
250 [98] 170-425 [67-167] 150 [59] 100-310 [39-122] 1.415 [3,120] 5.900 [13,000] 27 36 168 [6.6] 100-150
275 [108] 170-450 [67-177] 150 [59] 100-335 [39-132] 1.485 [3.274] 6.400 [14,100] 27 42 168 [6.6] 100-150

¹ The weight of the machine is approximate, it refers to the standard version without any options and it may vary.
² The minimum tractor weight is approximate and depends on many factors, such as tractor wheel width and length. More information in the safety instructions.

3-point linkage with 
parallel-linkage 
side shift

belt transmission with 
spring tension and 
safety coupling

large diameter  of the 
roller  for an easy work on 
uneven ground

fastening bolt for easy, 
safe transport

the cover with easy 
access to the drive 
system    provides 
extra protection, 
and keeps out dirt 
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 D

-65°

+90°

The offsetting mulcher SAV comes with hydraulic angling 
from 90° up, to 65° down. 
According to the working width, the mulcher reaches a 
maximum position of 402 cm [158”] to the right.

ROTORS AND FLAILS

SMW / SMO flails                         Y knives
       OPT 030

SMW and SMO rotor

optional on SAV

fixed knives
OPT 228  “MINI DUO”

forestry rotor
fixed knives MINI DUO

SMW / SMO flails are standard 
Y knives are optional 

SAV: side shift and angling

SAV
D

84 - 152 cm [33-60”]

swinging hammers
OPT 240

forestry rotor
swinging hammers

All contents reserved. Specifications are subject to change without prior notice.

SAV
options OPT

PTO with freewheel 011
rotor with 3 Y knives 030
swinging hammer forestry rotor (up to 200 cm) 240
fixed knife forestry rotor (up to 200 cm) 228
540 rpm gearbox 019
1000 rpm gearbox 018
accumulator to follow the contours of the ground 001
adjustable front hood 317
additional rubber safety protection 006
adjustable hood with rubber protection 087
conveyer belt for side discharge (up to 200 cm) XTR


